
RING SIZE GUIDE 

OPTION 1. USE OUR SIZE CHART

1.       Print this page on A4 size paper.
2.       Get a ring you already own.
3.       Our size chart is measured on a 1:1 scale, so the drawings on the chart should reflect the 
exact size of your ring.
4.       Place the ring on top of the size chart found below. 
5.       Find the drawing that best fits your ring.
6.       The size shown inside the drawing is your ring size.
 
Note: If you fall in between two ring sizes, we recommend choosing the larger ring size.

DOWNLOAD & PRINT PDF 

OPTION 2. MEASURE WITH KLASSE14 RING RULER 

1. Print this page on A4 size paper.
2. Cut out the ruler at the bottom. Cut a small slit along the vertical line 
next to the text “Read Size Here”.
3. Wrap the ruler around your finger, with the text side up.
4. Slip the pointed tip of the ruler into the slit and pull the it carefully 
through until the fit is just right.
5. View the number next to the “Read Size Here” sign.
6. Use the size chart above to match the number with your ring size.
  

TIPS TO GET THE PERFECT FIT 
Measure your finger at the end of the day as your fingers tend to be a bit larger at this 

time and would give you the most comfortable fit.
Keep in mind the width of the band ‒ a thicker band will feel tighter than a thin band, so 

you may want you buy a size larger than your normal ring size for a better fit.
Don’t measure your fingers when they’re cold as they may have gotten smaller and 

shrunk up to half a size.
Alcohol and salt tend to make your fingers swell, so try not to measure your fingers after 

eating or touching products that contain these.
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US size 7
17.5mm 

M

RING SIZE CHART  

15.2mm 
US size 4.5

XS

US size 5.5
16.3mm 

S

US size 9.5
19.5mm 

L

US size 11
20.5mm 

XL


